
You will need a rail block to attach this
to your rails. See separate guide for
DIY rail block.

For the box i found these 6 x 9
drawer organizer options, either
rubbermaid or one by madesmart.

I got a couple of these 28qt
waste baskets. They’re black and
got of plain flat sides. 

Print the  from the
link below. Trace it onto a flat surface 
of the wastebasket. Position your 
patterns so you can make 6 pcs.

filter tray patterns You can use a utility knife or
a cutter to make the cuts. Use
a ruler for the straight sides.

Trace the opening of pc2 onto pc1. Apply contact cement on pc1 avoiding
the areas outlined when you traced pc2.
Read the directions for use.

Carefully align pc 2 with pc1 when
you press them together.

After the cement has dried cut off the lower 
part indicated by dotted line in the filter tray
pattern.

A filter tray is made of these 3 pieces x 2. This
forms a sandwich with pc2 at the center to hold
an 85 x100mm filter. 

I decided on using madesmart since
it is all black and the plastic quality
is sturdy and not too brittle.

Cut out a 90x90mm hole in the center of
the container. For the rounded corners, 
I used a dime as a guide.

Parts and tools found in Walmart, Lowe’s or Home Depot.
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pc1 pc2 pc3
(same as pc1)

Rivet using 1/8” 3mm rivet from
Pc1 side. Use a 1/8 washer on 
the pc3 side.

Tape the 3 pcs together to align them
when drilling a 1/8” hole on the “handle”.
Refer to the pattern where to drill.

This forms a simple locking 
“notch thingy” for the filter tray.

A finished filter tray. Repeat process to make filter 2 trays. In the garden sprinklers section I got this
Sprinkler Donut which I will use as the
filter trays holder. 

If you can’t find a sprinkler donut, a
small cheap pail with an approx
145mm bottom will do. 

Take the glued pcs 1&2 over pc3. Pc2 should 
now be in between pc1 & 3. Mark with pencil 
on pc 3 the line formed by the cut off bottom 
of 1&2. Apply contact cement to that area on
pc3 and glue the cut off bottom pc from 1&2.
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Cut out the center part of the sprinkler donut
leaving a hole 90-92mm wide. 

The filter tray should now slid through the slot and rotate inside the
filter tray holder made from the sprinkler donut or pail.

The 2 finished L-brackets.

I used a hack saw to cut the piece and a 
grinder to smoothen the curved part. Drill
the indicated holes for a 10-24 bolt and nut.

After painting it black, secure to the box using 
10-24 3/8 bolt and nut.

Print the  from link below to guide on where 
to cut a small 1cm(10mm) wide notch for a 1cm strip of metal to 
pass through flush against the rim. 
Print the  

donut holder pattern

Bracket bend pattern as guide.

Using pliers, shape the 1cm x 5cm metal strip
to follow the contour of the insides of the donut
holder and the filter tray holder. Drill 1/8” holes.   

Print the 
 to trace and cut from a 2” 

wide 1/8” thick aluminum bar.

mattebox-railblock bracket 
pattern

I painted them black and using 1/8” 3mm rivets, attached them to the sides of the filter tray holder.   

Make 2 L-brackets. You can use ga 26 metal sheet or an unused can. Cut a 10mm wide x 52mm 
strip, cut in half so you have 2pcs 26mm long x 10mm strips. use pliers to bend and form it.  

Cut off the sides leaving about 1/2” high side. Cut a slot that will let the 105mm width of the filter tray slide through. 

Parts and tools found in Walmart, Lowe’s or Home Depot.
DIY Mattebox with adjustable filter trays     Part 2. By: Ted Ramasola
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Go to Part 3.

11mm

15mm

1 cm

1/8” hole

A Spray Guard will be used to hold
the donut to prevent light leaks to the
camera lens. 

Secure to the box using 6-32 3/8
bolt and nut.

Cut out the center part of the spray guard leaving 
a hole 90-92mm wide. 



Click on the  link and trace
over neoprene mousepad.

donut pattern

Paint the brackets black then rivet 
using 1/8” 3mm rivets. 

Cut using cutter or scissors, cut different versions to fit your own lens.

Reverse the aligned edge for
the right hinge.

Cut 2 pcs 1/16” thick angle alum 
3/4” x3/4” x 3/4”.

2 spacers 1/4 x 3/8 x 1 and 2 thumbscrews 1/4 x 1-1/2” for securing the top flag alum strip holder to the 2 hinges.
2 socket cap screws 10-32-3/8” and 2 knurled nuts 10-32 will allow easy attaching and removal of the top flag. Drill 2 holes
using 3/16 bit on the alum strip that aligns with holes on the top flag tab, this is for the 10-32 cap screws. 
Print the  for the hole guides.Top flag alum strip pattern

Print the  from the link and
trace onto waste basket side and cut.

top flag pattern

On one side trim and drill 1/4” hole. The other
side, trim to 1/2” width. See pic for reference.

Mirror the cuts for the other pc. Cut a strip of alum 1/2” wide x 167mm
lone. Drill holes on the strip and angles
pcs using 1/8” bit, this hole. See pic. 

Secure to box with 6-32 3/8 bolts and nuts.
Outer edge of left hinge is 164mm to outer
edge of right hinge. 

For left hinge, align coupling nut & angled bar then drill thru nut and the 15mm side 
of bar using 5/32 bit. Drill 15mm from aligned side. Secure with a 5/32 4mm rivet.
Drill 2 more holes on the 20mm side of the angle bar for 6-32 bolt and nut. See pic.

Secure to the mattebox using 6-32 3/8 bolt and nut.

For the top flag hinges, 2 coupling nuts at 1/4”-20 x 7/8” 
and cut 2 pcs alum angle 15mm x 20mm at 30mm wide.

Note that the 3rd bracket that will go over the 2” alum railblock bracket has
a 1/8” diff due to alum thickness.

Parts and tools found in Walmart, Lowe’s or Home Depot.
DIY Mattebox with adjustable filter trays     Part 3. By: Ted Ramasola
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Go to Part 4.
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Secure the alum strip to the 2 angled alum using 1/8” 3mm rivets.  See pic above for reference. Secure this alum strip to the hinges
using the spacers and thumb screws.

Use same bit to drill on box about
37mm from side of box and 8mm
from back.

Attach top flag using Socket
cap screws and knurled nuts.

How it looks when top flag/holder and hinges
are assembled.

Secure with a 8-32-3/8 socket cap screw
and knurled nut. Here it’s shown in the lock
position, prevents the filter trays from being
pulled up and falling off.

With the tray lock swung out, the trays can
be pulled out.

Attach to rail block using 10-24 3/8 bolt and nut.

Print the  and trace over a piece of ga26 metal 
sheet or a can. Cut and shape by bending along indicated lines. 
Drill a hole with a 5/32 bit.

tray lock pattern

Parts and tools found in Walmart, Lowe’s or Home Depot.
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Top flag alum strip pattern



mattebox to railblock bracket pattern www.ramasolaproductions.com
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Donut holder pattern

Donut pattern
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Filter tray patterns
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pc1 & 3 pc2
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Filter tray lock pattern

Bracket bend pattern
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